
Sean Murphy - 6:04 pm

-          Welcome

-          No public comments

-          Minutes approved at 6:06 pm

-          Welcomed Thomas Cooke and explained his role with the collective

-          Volunteer’s name in Ogden to fill Lulu’s vacancy is Irv Maddox

-          Sean Murphy was nominated and confirmed by vote as Chair

-          Jim was nominated and confirmed by vote as Treasurer

-          Adan was nominated as Secretary, but he declined due to work conflicts.

-          He will continue to fill this role until someone else can take it on.

-          Sean encouraged the rest of the board to take on additional projects and roles.

-          Shelley Reynolds and Patrick Schwab were nominated as vice-chairs. Patrick would focus on
southern Utah issues for the collective. Both roles were confirmed by vote

Jim O'Callaghan - 6:21 pm

-          Shared a financial recap from 2020

-          Ogden shop is doing well financially.

-          Provo shop struggled due to students not being around because of the pandemic.

-          SLC shop did very well financially also.

-          St. George shop almost doubled its income.

Donna McAleer - 6:35 pm

-          Todd was not feeling well tonight.

-          Donna and Sean provided a construction update on the building and the current construction
budget.

-          The Bicycle Collective will meet with the City to ensure the construction projects do not conflict
with one another.

-          The board of directors may need to meet again to discuss alternate funding mechanisms and debt
financing through a construction loan.



-          The goal of the public phase of the capital campaign launched in Nov 2020 is to involve the
community to raise a million dollars from 10,000 donors.

Donna 6:53 pm Executive Director’s Report

-          Donna read a letter from a volunteer/donor.

-          She’s grateful for the group of people involved with the collective.

-          She shared a presentation highlighting year-in-review for 2019 & 2020 (these documents were
available in the read ahead packet share with the Directors).

-          She shared a list of notable accomplishments despite the pandemic in 2020 (which is also available
in the read ahead packet).

-          She shared a list of items the Collective is looking forward into 2021 (available in read ahead
packet).

Dustin Eskelson - 7:05 pm

-          He talked about the Ogden Shop’s financial statistics

-          His priorities are increasing sales via more inventory

-          Improving online sales on eBay

-          He is launching the 2021 online bike repair series with a youth series of bike mechanics followed
by an Earn a Bike program.

-          He will create an outdoor volunteer area during warmer days to work on bikes.

-          Pursuing an opportunity for funding from Ogden City to paint an artistic mural on the east wall

-          He shared a success story about Santa's Little Helpers that involved volunteers donating bicycles
which may serve as a blueprint for other shops to follow similar activities.

Kai Cox– 7:11 pm

-          2020 year was a challenging year but thanks to his team and the Collective, he and his staff were
able to work through numerous challenges.

-          He learned and explored different scenarios to remain successful by choosing what worked well
and what didn’t during the pandemic.

-          He’s looking forward to 2021 and wants to produce hundreds of bikes ready to sell this year.

-          He also wants to strengthen relationships with community partners and title 1 schools in the area
and develop a plan to resume activities in person as the vaccine roles out to more people.



-          He is planning on bringing back the volunteer-in-the-park program in the summer.

Jordan Bartholmew – 7:27 pm

-          Staff at the Provo shop will focus on the Bikes-For-Goodwill Program and reconnecting with
community members.

-          They also want to re-engage with core volunteers

-          Jordan saw lots of success at the service center thanks to Sam, one of the top three bike
mechanics at the Provo shop.

-          Jordan wants to increase the volume of service drops while maintaining a high level of quality. He
would also like to re-invent themselves to improve the shop’s image in the community.

-          Jordan and his staff committed themselves to create more interactive memes throughout 2021.

Forrest Woolman– 7:33 pm

-          Forrest is looking forward to a partnership with Dixie State to define an outreach program for the
St. George shop. In addition to this, a graduate program class from Villanova University will also help the
shop identify ways to improve their networking, fundraising, and volunteering activities.

-          Members of the Navajo Nation would like to receive more bikes from the shop, and his staff
members are working on an MOU to continue their current program with them.

-          Forrest read a touching letter of gratitude from Water Canyon Elementary School after the shop
donated bicycles its students.

-          The St. George shop will be giving away T-shirts with its logo to increase brand recognition
throughout the community.

Thomas Cooke – 7:42 pm

-          Thomas ss grateful for the opportunity to be a part of the Bicycle Collective, and he’s pleased with
how committed and successful everyone is despite the pandemic.

-          He reiterated that the bike boom is here to stay, and there are lots of opportunities to grow and
succeed in the foreseeable future. He’s been learning and listening to the ways in which the Collective
works and operates.

-          He still looking out for ways to improve the Collective’s branding efforts and bicycle sales, while
preserving the community aspect of the shops and overall goals.



-          There’s been a lot of evolution in the tech space in terms of websites and apps, and he
encouraged everyone in attendance to add the Bicycle Collective to Smile.Amazon.Com to begin
donating .05% of their purchases towards the Collective’s purposes.

-          Thomas will add a page for the Collective on Linkedin to increase our networking capabilities.

Irvin Maddox – 7:57 pm

-          Irvin introduced himself and shared why he’s volunteering with the Collective.

-          He asked about the mission of the Collective which is:

“The mission of the Bicycle Collective is to promote cycling as an e ffective and sustainable form
of transportation and recreation and as a cornerstone of a cleaner, healthier, and safer society.
The Collective provides refurbished bicycles and educational programs to the community,
focusing on children and lower-income households.”

Dustin – 8:03 pm

-          To end the meeting, Dustin shared two touching stories of his experiences while at the Ogden
shop to remind us all the importance of the work and volunteerism we do for the Collective and its
clients.

Meeting ended at 8:05 pm


